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This book explores the themes of Advent—
Hope, Love, Joy, and Peace—
but not in the ways you’d expect. Be sure
to stick around for the end of each chapter.
There are questions that will guide you to read
the Christmas story, reflect on those Advent
themes, and apply them to your life.
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Intro
“Great gummy slugs, Pam! Would you look at
all these people?” Sir Neil and Pam watched as
the Greater Hall teemed with life. People ran in all
directions. This Advent party was the second biggest
celebration of the year at the University of Bravery
and Accomplishment. That’s why it was in the
Greater Hall. The biggest party was reserved for the
Greatest Hall, but that’s another story. A who’s who
of explorers, adventurers, and beard trimmers would
cross the drawbridge in front of the University and
enter the Greater Hall for this Advent celebration—
the Born the King Party.
This included, of course, Sir Neil, the most
respected, most adventuresome, most beardiest
gentleman explorer to ever live. At his side was
Alpaca Pam, Sir Neil’s brave(ish) exploring sidekick.
But that’s not all. Niki Knack, a young professor,
explorer, gadget whiz, and collector of sabertoothed bumblebee stingers would also be there.
And, Kiwi, the most karate-chopping-est, fearless
green gerbil this side of the Euphrates River would
be accompanying Niki Knack. Even better, each
brave explorer would be hosting his or her own table
at the party!
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The tables would be judged by Eli Grimsley,
the school’s headmaster and unfriendliest faculty
member. Grimsley wandered in the shadows,
clipboard in hand, judging each table in his most
judgy, judge-worthy manner. He would determine
who would win Adventiest table host. Grimsley was
the judge every year, his unibrow casting a shadow
over the Greater Hall. There were whispers that
one gaze through Grimsley’s monocle could turn
a climbing rope into a soggy noodle. And soggy
noodles are not fit for climbing.
“Look at my table, Grimsley!” Sir Neil said.
He wasn’t afraid of anyone. “It can hold
117.5 people and every single chair
has its own beard!”
Grimsley nodded a judgely nod
from the shadows.
“Herrruuuh,” Pam said.
“That’s right, Pammy. That piece in
the center is my prized possession.
It’s the very embodiment of the Advent season. It
represents hope.”
“Herrr.”
“Okay, fine. I’ll tell you. It’s not every day one
hears the story of me getting my hands on a golden
ostrich horn.”
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Ostrich Hope
--------------------------------

Neil’s Story

-------------------------------“Just hang on a little longer!” I shouted into the
ravine. I was shouting to myself. There was no one to
hear me anyway. I was a young explorer. My beard
couldn’t have been more than 84 nanometers long.
I was on one of my first quests, an assignment to
research the Laughing Caves of New Canada.
The caves were on the side of a ravine. Of course
they were. Nothing is ever just right off the highway.
Maybe something with clean restrooms nearby.
Maybe a nice pancake house around the corner.
No, everything is on the side of a ravine, guarded
by some great beast, at the bottom of the ocean,
blah blah blah. You’ve got to earn your beard around
here! Anyway, I had built my own para-hang-sailglider out of sticks and a pair of ski pants, and was
gliding toward the outside of the ravine when the
glider gave way! That never happens! How many
para-hang-sail-gliders had I built out of ski pants at
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the University? Dozens! Now I was falling. I don’t like
falling.
A stick poking from the side of the ravine smacked
me in the face. I don’t like ravine sticks. But then it
caught my belt loop and stopped my fall. I love ravine
sticks! But that left me hanging there by my belt loop,
with no glider, and with my goal far down the ravine.
Oh, and somehow I was out of beef jerky. Remember,
this was before everyone carried cellular telephones.
And, of course, stamps were too expensive for me to
write a letter. I felt absolutely hopeless. Being out of
beef jerky can really do that to a person. Besides, I
was really sure I had one more piece of beef jerky left.
That’s when I heard it. “Warble wibble wobble!”
Could it be? It couldn’t. It could. It was. I was. We
were. A horned golden ostrich stood next to me.
They can walk up and down the side of a cliff like
it’s nothing. It looked at me and blinked. It probably
had a little trouble understanding what it was seeing,
having never encountered my level of handsomeness
before. Horned golden ostriches aren’t big, but they
are rare. Only a handful of explorers have ever seen
one. No one had ever touched one of their horns.
He looked at me. I looked at him. He was glorious
in the late light of day. Shiny and wonderful. I was
hanging by my belt loop from a stick. Not very shiny
or wonderful. Then, he did the strangest thing.
He offered me his horn. He just stuck his neck
out like he wanted me to grab on. I didn’t get to
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